MISTBLOWERS

EUROPE STANDARD SERIES

Model with pressure air unit: ø915
mm, 2 channels + turbo and
22 nozzle-holders

TOP QUALITY
Teyme equipment offers the
highest level of satisfaction
thanks to our great level of
self-demand.

R&D
Investing on research
and development is the
basis of our equipment’s
success.

RESPECTFUL
We care for the Earth, we
care for the people.

TO START WITH A TEYME

STANDARD FEATURES

REGULATING VALVE

AIR UNIT

TURBO TEYME SYSTEM

- Electrovalves for 2 sectors.
- With regulation and pressure
from the tractor’s cab
- Filter and
manometer
are included.

- Aluminium gear box 2 			
speeds + neutral point
until 70 HP.
- Special Ø915 mm blowerhousing.
- 16 anti-drip nozzle-holders.

- Ø915 lower consumption fan.
- Proportional air distribution
of the air.
- Self-cooling air unit.
- Low level of sound.

PUMP

FILTERING CENTRAL

DRAWBAR

-

- Circuit according to EC rules.
- 3 filtering levels: filling, suction
and line pressure.
(Return by-pass valve in option).

- Extendable straight drawbar.
- Reinforced coupling U.
- Straight 64HP PTO shaft.

4 diaphragms pump.
90 lts/min flow rate .
50 bar highest pressure.
Rear exit to plug spraying guns.

OPTIONS:

AXLE WITH BRAKE

120 l./min PUMP

V-SHAPED DEFLECTOR

TURNING DRAWBAR

- Hydraulic brake.
- For circulation when
tank is full.

- Pump with 3 diaphragms.
- 120 l./min flow rate.
- Highest pressure of 50Bar.

- Steerable ailerons.
- Double nozzle-holder with
4 nozzles.

- Y-shaped extendable drawbar.
- Reinforced coupling U.
- Homokinetic PTO shaft.

TEYME’S RANGE OF PRODUCTS
Mistblowers

Pneumatic
sprayers

Dusters

Boom sprayers

Sprayers

Humidification
and ventilation
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TEYME reserves its own right to modify, without prior notice, features and performances of the models on the basis of its policy of constant improvement.
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